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About This Game

Dyna Bomb - Explosive Arcade Sensation!

Strap on your jetpack and prepare for chaos! Dyna Bomb is the latest, greatest platform game from 7 Raven Studios.
Play it, and believe it.
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With 64 explosive levels - and 8 gloriously animated worlds. This arcade smash is a real feast for the senses, with
superb artwork and thunderous explosions - oh so many explosions!

Experience the manic arcade action as you dodge enemies, fling bombs and grab the treasure - before making a mad dash for
the exit. Do you have the skills to find the secret levels? Can you master all the different power ups and dominate the worlds?

If it moves, detonate it. Dyna Bomb has intuitive arcade action game play, with a blast of humor . Enjoy features like, the wheel
of fortune to discover hidden extras, player powerups, different characters designs and much, much more!

FEATURES :

*8 Different Worlds

*Gloriously animated worlds for your shooting and dodging pleasure

*8 Different Levels for each battle mission
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*Many Hidden Levels on each World

*Different Warrior Characters to control

*Over 10 mega power ups

*Custom Control System & full Gamepad support

*Explosive sounds and explosive creepers

*Mini Games, to win additional items

Tick, Tick, Boom - let's play!
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Title: Dyna Bomb
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
7 Raven Studios
Publisher:
7 Raven Studios
Release Date: 13 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,Italian,Dutch,German,French,Romanian,Czech,Danish
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I started playing with the wand and I was swinging wildly having a blast, until my hand intersected with the light fixture above
me in my room and shattering the light bulb all over the floor.

I was barefooted and in my attempts to dodge the glass like legos, I failed and fell twisting my ankle.

This is a true story, and still a fun game, no matter how many lightbulbs I need.. Waste of time, expect you have fun running
around and doing nothing because its so laggy you cannot pick up weapons or anything else because half of your buttons dont
work
. Funner'N'Hell. A visual upgrade but a functional downgrade of a classic game. Does not include network play, map editor or
the ability to play custom maps, as the original did. Incredibly, the author is selling both versions -- separately! -- at the same
exorbitant price. $3-5 would be reasonable for the original; maybe $6-7 for this one, if he had bothered to include the full
functionality of the original. But $11 for an incomplete version and $22 for the full experience is ludicrous. If you really want it,
you should go grudgingly shell out for the original version only.. This game is just quirky enough that I would recommend it for
fans of early access games. It feels ~48-60 percent complete. There are a lot of features left to be desired, however it feels like
this game will end up being a solid title. P.S. Don't punch the miniature dragons. They help gather clay.. Horrible voice acting of
Yuri Khovansky is horrible. I don't like his voice.
How much money Khovansky paid to devs?. The preview video is very misleading. You do not drag the icons from the green
dot, you click on the green dot and the icons appear on the fox/wolf/whatever animal's head. I don't know why they feel there
should be a default sound as opposed to no sound at all, or why it should be scratching, but they do and it is. I found the startup
sound before you get to anything to be annoying. And what is taking so long to load? The graphics are very sparse, there are
sliders, buttons the vertical scrollbar the text, the animal head, the green thing, and the circles that sounds are attached to. It
would be nice to have a wide array of icons at least. Couldn't pull off that getting the circle sliding from side to side thing yet.
No tingling sensation, pleasant or otherwise experineced.. It would be cool that you would add a creature creator without having
to enter the world or modify a creature, but over all, it's a pretty good game! ;)
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Awesome retro 2D shooter, one of the best games ever! :D. While it's quite deep and interesting, the UI is rather hard to
navigate through if you're not used to text based games, and it lacks a save file browser which makes it awkward to keep track
of your saves.

Despite all this, at it's current price this game is completely worth it if you're looking for a decent strategy game, and there's a
lot of potential for future development. This game is lots of fun waiting for more levels to be playable.. A bit of my review is on
the basis that i have been playing bomberman games before i knew my dang alphabets, so it didnt take too long to get a good
idea about the game, its honestly quite good considering the asking price is free. I dont have much intrest in the character
creation aspect but it might be overpriced for a large amount. i think a good note worthy idea is to have themed packs for less
money so players can pick what they want. either way they do look cute and the games controls are quite solid. I hope there will
be more powerups to add into the game in the future to mess with but in its current state its a nice game to reccomend. Give
some unlockable/rank rewards or other aspects and you got something even better, but at the moment its a fun couchless couch
party game.

(as i play more i will update this review overtime). Uhm I`m on Steam , really LOL !. Games dead and devs have ripped us off
and done a runner, Do Not Buy This Game.

Its Devs like this that give Early Access a bad name.. The most insensitive game ive ever played.

Having a sex change doesn't simply come down to the fact you want to have boobs or look sexy, alot of people do it because
they don't feel comfortable in their own bodies. Its especially hard to actually read on Zeke's storyline when pretty much every
2-10 minutes, he mentions the fact he was forcibly turned into a girl and infact he has a pretty ♥♥♥♥ing a okay point and
everyone is like "OMIGOD YOUR HOT.". Jeeeze, there is stuff like this all the way through the story and in fact its pretty
cringeworthy. Its pretty much gag gift status, right up there with bad rats.

I could seriously see this game hurting the feelings of some people, and its not really in anything else but the writing. The
writing is definitely the worst part, i absolutely hated all the Gender Bended characters when they interacted with others,
literally all they did was talking about being a girl and how sexy they were. Not everyone is going to be like that if you force
them at will, in fact i'd imagine they would be really♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off and sue you. The other storylines are just as
cringeworthy (and funny) but Zeke's one is absolutely the most ive ever gotten actually angry at a visual novel that i've had to
force myself to finish reading through it so a word of caution.

A Few Bug Issues.
Occasionally the UI will have you thinking its your protagonist talking but instead its another character. Spelling mistakes
galore, too! It makes you think that these guys haven't even heard of a spell checker, its a magical construct that actually makes
sure you haven't ♥♥♥♥ed up grammatically!

Ultimately what the hell else can you expect from Gender Bender DNA Twister Extreme. Hell, i accepted it because i figured it
would be a bit of a laugh to read and it is so, i guess this game has that.

However, if your in it for the narrative side there are many alternatives. Stuff like Katawa Shoujo and Analogue : A Hate Story
tell the story in a much more interesting way. In the end this game will always be ridiculous while with Katawa Shoujo and Hate
Story in some parts its some top class writing.

I'd like to take the time to tell you that Katawa Shoujo is Free, and Hate Story is much much less costly.

edit: fixed a few typos.. Fun, Addictive, Free? Sure, I'm game. Downloaded on a whim because it reminded me of the gane
bomberman on NES when I was young. Did not dissapoint. Would blow myself up again 10/10. I really enjoyed the puzzles.
Reminds me of the games RHEM & SCHIZM. I plan to buy full game.. While the game is gorgeous. I like the concept. The
game suffers from crashes. the objects move with just light on them. picking up objects is ok. but all objects feel the same, to
weight to them, a book feels the same as a chair. You get near an object it moves. If there was more polish to the game play,
Interaction with things are better I would def recommend. I have seen the devs don't respond much so for me at this point I
requested a refund. I will follow as see what they do down the road. I don't mind early access as long as the devs are very active.
For the price point now not worth it.
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